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Abstract
It is proved that the number of perfect binary codes of length n is greater than 22
(n+1)=2−log(n+1) ·
22
(n−3)=4
. ? 2002 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The 3rst who constructed nonlinear perfect binary codes was Vasil’ev [4]. He ob-
tained the following bound on the number F(n) of perfect binary codes of length
n:
F(n)¿ 22
(n+1)=2−log(n+1) · 22(n+5)=4−log(n+1) (1)
(in this form the bound was presented in [5]). Later on, other constructions of perfect
codes were suggested (see [2,3] for surveys). However, the number of new codes was
not much greater than the lower bound (1). A stronger bound was given in [1]
F(n)¿ 22
(n+1)=2−log(n+1) · 62(n+5)=4−log(n+1) : (2)
In this paper, we improve (2) as follows:
F(n)¿ 22
(n+1)=2−log(n+1) · 22(n−3)=4 : (3)
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2. Notation and basic denitions
Let En be the n-dimensional vector space over the Galois 3eld GF(2); it is also
called the binary n-dimensional cube. Denote the sum of vectors u; v∈En by u ⊕ v.
The number of 1’s in a vector u∈En is called the weight of u. By ei denote the basis
vector having 1 only at the ith position, i = 1; : : : ; n. Let n = 2k − 1, where k ∈N. A
set C ⊆ En is referred to as a perfect code of length n with distance 3 if C consists
of 2n−k vectors and the Hamming distance between every two diDerent vectors in C
is at least 3. A linear perfect code which is a subspace of En is called a Hamming
code. The set of nonzero coordinates of a vector of weight 3 in a perfect code C is
said to be its Steiner triple.
The set S⊕ei is the switching of a set S ⊆ En along the ith coordinate. A subset S ⊂
C is called an i-component of the perfect code C if the set C′=(C\S)∪(S⊕ei) is also
a perfect code. The de3nition of an i-component and the properties mentioned below
can be found in [1] (see Propositions 6, 8, and 9 therein). Let S1; : : : ; Sm be disjoint
subsets of the code C such that Sp is an ip-component of C for every p = 1; : : : ; m;
then the set
C′ =

C
∖
m⋃
p=1
Sp

 ∪

 m⋃
p=1
(Sp ⊕ eip)


is a perfect binary code.
Let the subspaces Ri of a Hamming code Hn be generated by the sets of all vectors
of weight 3 in Hn having 1 at the ith position, i = 1; : : : ; n. For each i, all the cosets
Rui = Ri ⊕ u, where u∈Hn, constitute the set of all minimal i-components of Hn. Put
Rij=Ri⊕Rj and Rijk=Ri⊕Rj⊕Rk . If the set {i; j; k} is a Steiner triple of Hn, then Rij=
Rik=Rjk=Rijk . In this case, the set Rijk is an (i; j; k)-component, i.e., an i-component, a
j-component, and a k-component, and the spaces Ri and Rijk have dimensions (n−1)=2
and (3n − 5)=4, respectively. Put N1 = 2(n−3)=4 and N2 = 2(n+5)=4−log(n+1). It is known
(see [1]) that Rijk can be partitioned to N1 disjoint i-components, and the Hamming
code Hn to N2 disjoint (i; j; k)-components Ruijk = Rijk ⊕ u, where u∈Hn.
3. A construction of new perfect codes
The construction below is based on that suggested in [1]. We 3x a Steiner triple
{i; j; k} and consider the subspace P complementary to the subspace Rijk in the Ham-
ming code Hn, so that Rijk∩P={0} and Rijk⊕P=Hn. Analogously, let us consider the
subspace Qk complementing the subspace Rk in the component Rijk . It is easy to see
that the dimensions of the spaces Qk and P are logN1 and logN2, respectively. We put
Q1 =Qk and enumerate all the subspaces Ql of dimension logN1− 1 in Qk . There are
N1−1 such subspaces; so we can assume that l=2; : : : N1. Put Qkl =Ql∪((Qk \Ql)⊕ek)
and consider the sets Rijk(l) = Qkl ⊕ Rk .
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Lemma 1. For a 1xed k and every l such that 16 l6N1; the set Rijk(l) is an
(i; j; k)-component of a Hamming code of length n.
Proof. Clearly; the sets Qkl and Rijk(l) are linear. Moreover; due to Propositions 2
and 3 from [1]; the set Rijk(l) is an (i; j; k)-component of any code; in particular; of
the linear code Rijk(l)⊕ P which can be obtained from the code Hn by switching its
k-components that meet the set (Qk \ Ql)⊕ P. The proof is complete.
By Lemma 1, the component Rijk(l) is decomposed to the i-components R
q
i (l) and
the j-components Rqj (l) of the Hamming code Rijk(l)⊕P, where q=1; : : : ; N1. For all
functions
 :P → {i; j};
 :P → {1; : : : ; N1};
 :P × {1; : : : ; N1} → {0; 1}; (4)
we de3ne the sets
Pu;; =
N1⋃
q=1
(Rq(u)((u))⊕ (u; q)e(u) ⊕ u) (u∈P);
C;; =
⋃
{Pu;;: u∈P}: (5)
It is clear from the de3nition that the set C;; is the result of two switchings of the
Hamming code Hn. First, using disjoint k-components of Hn, we can construct the
code C;;0. Then we switch disjoint i-components and j-components of that code to
obtain the set C;;, as desired. So, the following statement, analogous to Lemma 11
and Theorem 1 in [1], holds:
Lemma 2. For all functions ; ; and ; the set C;; is a perfect code.
A triple (; ; ) of functions ; ;  is called degenerate if there exists a u∈P such
that (u; q) does not depend on q. Otherwise, we call the triple (; ; ) nondegenerate.
Lemma 3. If C;; =C′ ; ′ ; ′ for two nondegenerate sets (; ; ) and (′; ′; ′); then
(; ; ) = (′; ′; ′).
Proof. Since (; ; ) is nondegenerate; it follows that for every u∈P there exists a
vector v∈Pu;; ∩Hn. Let us consider the k-component Rvk of the code Hn. It is clear
that when we construct the codes C;; and C′ ; ′ ; ′ ; some vectors of the component
Rvk do not switch and others switch by e(u) for the code C;; and by e′(u) for the
code C′ ; ′ ; ′ . Therefore; C;; = C′ ; ′ ; ′ implies that (u) = ′(u). Now we consider
the component Rq(u)(l)⊕ u containing v; where l= (u). Let l′= ′(u). We prove that
l = l′. If it is not true; then for l′¿ 1 there exists a vector w∈ (Qkl \ Qkl′) ⊕ u. (If
l′ = 1; we just interchange l and l′.) Let us consider the k-component Rwk of the code
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Hn. It is also a k-component of the linear code Rijk(l) ⊕ P. The component Ruijk(l)
is decomposed to (u)-components; and one of them is Rq(u)(l)⊕ u. This component
is not switched when we construct C;;. Hence the intersection (R
q
(u)(l) ⊕ u) ∩ Rwk
is a part of the code C;;. No vector w′ ∈ (Rq(u)(l) ⊕ u) ∩ Rwk belongs to Qkl′ ⊕ Ruk .
So; when we construct the code C′ ; ′ ; ′ ; it is switched either by ek or by ek ⊕ e(u);
which contradicts the coincidence of the codes. Thus; Qkl ⊆ Qkl′ . But since the spaces
Qkl and Q
k
l′ have the same dimension; it follows that l= l
′. Therefore; the collection of
components {Rq(u)(l)⊕ u | q=1; : : : ; N1} coincides with {Rq
′
′(u)(l
′)⊕ u | q′=1; : : : ; N1}.
It follows from C;; = C′ ; ′ ; ′ that the components with the same indices q and q′
must switch by (u) = ′(u) in each collection. It means that (u; q) = ′(u; q). The
lemma is proved.
Theorem 1. The number of perfect binary codes of length n is greater than
22
(n+1)=2−log(n+1) · 22(n−3)=4 :
Proof. On the one hand; it is easy to see that the number of triples (; ; ) is equal
to
(2N1)N2 · 2N1N2 = 22(n+1)=2−log(n+1) · 22(n−3)=4 :
On the other hand; the number of all degenerate collections (; ; ) is not greater than
2N2 · 2N1(N2−1) · (2N1)N2 :
Now; following [1]; we consider another Steiner triple {i′; j′; k ′} disjoint to {i; j; k} and
use it to de3ne a new class of codes {C′ ; ′ ; ′} that has only the code Hn in common
with the 3rst class. The number of diDerent codes of the second class is greater than
the number of degenerate triples (; ; ) and (′; ′; ′). The theorem is proved.
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